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LETTERFROMTHEPRESIDENT
I am pleased to announce
that this year 's
Entrepreneurship at Cornell
Celebration was a great
success! Sponsored by the
Student Agencies
Foundation, this two-day
entrepreneurship conference brought together
over 700 students, faculty, alumni, and
community participants for events such as an
eLab Demo Day, recognition of Cornell
Entrepreneur of the Year, the announcement of
Student Business of the Year, and the Business
Idea & Plan Competition Finale.
As we move into the warm spring months, both
Big Red Shipping and Storage and Campus
Promotions are gearing up for their peak
seasons. I am excited to see everything the
students will be able to accomplish as they
transition into their full-time positions at SAI!

This edition of the eNews will include:
-

-

An Introduction to General Manager of
Campus Promotions, Jillian
Sm er ech n iak ('21)
An Alumni Spotlight on Lau r en Taylor
Wolf e (CALS ?00)
An eLab spotlight on Noozit !

Sincerely,
M ich ael Kar an gelen (?90)
Chairman and President
Student Agencies Foundation

ALUMNIUPDATES
-

-

Br an don Jacobson (M BA ?09), former
JGSM Fellow, started a new position as
Senior Director of Walmart
Kat ie Rose Dr eier (CALS ?12, M BA ?15),
former Editor-in-Chief of The Cornellian,
started a new position as Director of
Product at Alice Financial

Congratulations to all of our alumni! If you are
an SAI, eLab, or LCL alumnus doing something
new, please let us know here.

.

ANINTRODUCTIONTOJILLIAN
SMERECHNIAK('21),GENERAL
MANAGEROFCAMPUSPROMOTIONS
Jillian Sm er ech n iak (CALS ?21), hailing from Long
Island, NY, is a sophomore majoring in Applied
Economics and Management with a minor in
Fashion. Outside
of SAI, Jillian
enjoys travel and
food
photography as
well as ocean
lifeguarding.

Jillian first
discovered SAI
during her
freshman year

while exploring the variety of organizations
Cornell had to offer. She was particularly
drawn to SAI for the opportunity to have a
meaningful impact with her work and to
assume the significant responsibility of
running a business. The creative and
entrepreneurial environment of SAI
motivated her to apply during her freshman
year. While she was ultimately not offered a
position, Jillian was driven to improve her
skill-set and reapply the following year.

When reapplying this past year, Jillian found
Campus Promotions the most appealing to
her interests in marketing. Last summer,
Jillian worked at a Fintech start-up, LMRKTS,
and found that experience truly rewarding.
Jillian enjoyed the office?s flat structure,
learning a great deal from working across
different teams, developing relationships
with her bosses and coworkers. Jillian knew

that from Campus Promotions she could grow
skills in operations and sales while gaining the
experience pivoting the business as digital
media and analytics become a key driver of
revenue. In retrospect, Jillian did not realize how
much freedom she would have in creating her
path. While students receive guidance from the
professional staff and the executive team, the
immense amount of autonomy she has
experienced thus far has been an invaluable
learning experience.

The biggest obstacle she has faced thus far as
manager of Campus Promotions was finding
ways to grow new revenue streams while also
bolstering CP?s most profitable services like
postering. The hard work put in to overcome
these obstacles has paid off: the CP team has
celebrated many triumphs thus far. The most
significant success for Jillian was spearheading
social media campaigns, and hearing
community members talk about client products

on campus. It was rewarding for her to see
that CP?s efforts were creating brand
awareness on campus. Her next goal for CP
is to establish a sustainable business model
and ensure that the business is continually
evolving.

In the upcoming year, Jillian is most excited
to bond with the CP management team and
the SAI team as a whole. While the summer
in Ithaca will be quite different from this past
one that she spent in NYC, Jillian looks
forward to learning more about
entrepreneurship through the startup
community at Cornell and in Ithaca. In terms
of what she envisions for Campus
Promotions, Jillian is wishes to continue its
digital growth and develop the value that her
team as college students can deliver to both
local and national businesses through
consulting, data analytics, and digital media
campaigns.

SAI ALUMNISPOTLIGHT:
LAURENTAYLORWOLFE('00)
Attracted to both business and marketing, Lau r en
Taylor Wolf e (CALS ?00) was excited at the
opportunity to gain experience running something
of her own in a supportive environment such as
SAI and served as General Manager of Campus
Promotions. When Lauren first joined the team,
there were numerous scattered product and
service lines across SAI: a Greek Directory, Coupon
Super Saver, dining and nightlife guides, and
chalking services. Lauren took the initiative from
the beginning to pitch the benefits of uniting these
product and service offerings under her business,
bundling them as one SAI marketing product,
ultimately adding new revenue streams to Campus
Promotions.

Lauren remembers that her daily schedule at
Cornell was filled with attending classes, TA?ing,
and writing her thesis on the growth of

e-commerce, but what really set her apart from
her peers was her work at SAI. While younger
people are increasingly engaging in
entrepreneurial ventures today, when Lauren
was
studying at
Cornell it
was truly
rare to
have the
chance to
manage a
team of
employees,
develop
sales and
marketing
skills, and put oneself out there to interact with
diverse groups of people as an undergraduate
student. Lauren?s sales experience at Campus
Promotions fostered interpersonal development
and relationships that she couldn?t have gained
anywhere else while studying at Cornell.

Upon graduating magna cum laude from Cornell,
Lauren started her career at Diamond Technology
Partners, a strategic technology consulting firm.
Several years later she received her MBA from
The Wharton School at University of Pennsylvania
and transitioned to activist investing. As
co-founder and Managing Partner of Impactive
Capital, an activist hedge fund, Lauren makes
long-term investments in companies and works
to improve both their businesses and
shareholder returns. She is passionate about
driving returns without sacrificing the
environment or social good. Her fund focuses on
how companies can drive both profitability and
sustainability through capital allocation
enhancements, strategic and operational
improvements, capital structure optimization,
and environmental social governance change.
Reflecting on her experience at CP, Lauren is
eager to take on the responsibility of running her
own company, Impactive Capital, once again and
having the autonomy to make critical decisions to
best serve her clients.

Lauren advises students to think deeply about the
major trends that will drive the economy and
shape the world five to ten years into the future
while at Cornell, and to pursue those
opportunities. Time is your most important asset.
Be thoughtful about which role will give you the
best return on your time and offer you the chance
to gain the most knowledge, when recruiting for
internships and full-time positions. Be willing to
take risks in an effort to pursue your true
passions, and you will be successful.

INTRODUCTIONTOELAB
STARTUP:NOOZIT!
This month?s eNews features Noozit!, a startup that
provides readers with a cheaper way to read news
from multiple outlets. Noozit! was founded by
Bar on Du Bois (En gin eer in g ?20), Sk ye Rich ar dson
(En gin eer in g ?19), Evan Tu r n er (En gin eer in g ?19),
and Con st an t in M ir an da (A&S ?19). Noozit! uses a
cross-platform payment system that allows users to
acquire content from a variety of different media
publishers at a per-article rate.

worked for a company that was launched
through eLab.

The idea came to fruition last August while
co-founder Baron was discussing with his father the
frustration of having to pay for multiple news
subscriptions, and how there should be a way to
acquire articles at a time. Dubois took finding the
solution into his own hands, and the team began
looking into startup incubators in Ithaca for
guidance. Another team member had previously

The Noozit! team has found eLab incredibly
helpful, especially having little past
entrepreneurial experience. eLab has provided
critical guidance at every step, from customer
discovery and creating business partnerships, to
marketing and raising funds from venture
capital. Through eLab, co-founder Evan was able
to fly out to Cornell Silicon Valley, opening up

vast new channels for outreach and networking.
The Noozit! team genuinely believes that they
would not be where they are without the help of
eLab and its immensely knowledgeable and
experienced instructors.

Being a part of eLab has also pushed the Noozit!
team past some of their most considerable
obstacles thus far. When Apple News came out,
the Noozit! team grew quite concerned about
how Apple?s new services would compete with
theirs. The instructors at eLab helped relieve
some of the team?s anxiety about this and
showed them ways to carry on without losing
steam due to competition. While Apple News
alarmed the Noozit! team at first, the team
looked deeper into the problem, using it to hone
in on exactly what kind of company they want to
be. Apple takes 50% of the profit from their
partnerships with news organizations, while
Noozit! only monetizes off of much smaller
percentages. The Noozit! team realized that they

are all working on this product because they
appreciate the news, and decided while they
do need to keep monetization a priority, their
main goal is to sustain the news industry.

ELABHIGHLIGHTS:ELABALUMN
EVERSOUNDRAISES$5MILLION

Eversound, a social engagement technology
company and class of 2013 eLab alumn
founded by Jak e Reisch (?15), Devin Jam eson
(?16), and M at t Rein er s, has raised $5 million in
Series A financing. Eversound is making a
difference in the lives of senior adults by
delivering accessible activities to over 500
senior living communities in the United States
through its engagement amplifier technology
that removes communication barriers.

The company strives to empower residents in
senior communities who are affected by
hearing deficiencies. Upon implementing
Eversound?s technology, it was proven that
18% less residents fell asleep during group
programs and engagement had increased by
28% at LCB Senior Living. The company
projects that its technology will be
implemented in about 1,000 senior living
communities by the end of 2019 and is
looking forward to continuing positively
impacting these residents with its
experienced team of new investors.

ELABHIGHLIGHTS:ELABINSILICON
VALLEY
The 2019 Cornell Silicon Valley trip marked the
first year that eLab teams and undergraduate
students were invited to the West Coast to
learn and network in the tech space, as well as
pitch their business ideas. In addition to their
eLab professors and mentors, six teams
attended the West Coast marquee event:
Response, Incite, Liyanga, Suna Breakfast,
Shipfair, Noozit!, and Smart Rest.

On March 25th, the students visited First
Round Capital, a premier investment fund that
focuses on pre-revenue companies.
Ch r ist oph e Ger lach (CALS ?20) shared how he
learned that investors at First Round Capital,
?value the importance of founder market fit
and are attracted to founders who are tackling
a problem in a unique way. Successful
founders often have a competitive advantage

through expertise and skill set in their
startup?s industry.? The students were intrigued
not only by First Round Capital?s ability to
provide financial resources and support, but
also how the fund supports its startups in all
aspects of growing the business, including
branding, product design, sales, and creating
pitch decks. The six eLab teams had the
opportunity to pitch and received valuable
feedback on how to continue improving their
businesses.

The students also heard from Cornell alumni at
Google who shared both their grit and success
stories from building their startups before
ultimately selling their companies to the tech
giant. It was eye-opening to students to hear
about the process of running a business after
an incubator program and that greatness is
rarely achieved in the absence of failure. Later
in the afternoon, the eLab students went to
Silicon Valley Bank to gain insight into how the

students on the trip heard from speakers
including Jim Cavalier i (En gineer in g '91), SVP,
Office of the Chairman and co-CEO at
Salesforce, Pr iya Rajan (M BA '16), Managing
Director at Silicon Valley Bank, and Sid Tr ivedi
(A&S '13), Partner of Foundation Capital. The
trip to Silicon Valley was an exciting and
eye-opening experience for eLab?s student
founders.

